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ABSTRACT

We present a multi-perspective video “multiplayer” designed to organize social video aggregated from online sites
like YouTube. Our system automatically time-aligns videos
using audio fingerprinting, thus bringing them into a unified temporal frame. The interface utilizes social metadata
to visually aid navigation and cue users to more interesting
portions of an event. We provide details about the visual
and interaction design rationale of the multiplayer.
ACM Classification: H5.2 [Information interfaces and

presentation]: User Interfaces. - Graphical user interfaces.
General terms: Design, Human Factors
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INTRODUCTION

The linear, dynamic, and ephemeral nature of video has
long led to interaction challenges associated with representing and navigating the medium across a range of tasks and
contexts from annotation [10], to analysis [5] and surveillance [4], to consumption and playback [2]. To some extent, video editing has arisen as the dominant process for
constructing narrative (or other) paths through a set of related video clips. It is through this ordering of video clips
in time that the experience of meaning and emotion are
constructed [8].
We now find ourselves in a world where video, and in particular video that has been recorded by consumers, can provide an abundance of raw material for consumption and
presentation. In this demonstration we will showcase an
interface that lets users create their own trajectory through
a multi-perspective video event, such as a live music concert. Our multiplayer organizes social video aggregated
from online sources like YouTube by automatically timealigning videos using audio fingerprinting [6, 9] and incorporates social metadata to aid in navigation and in creating
one’s individual path or “edit” through the video material.
Multi-perspective video playback interfaces have been researched in a number of contexts including watching sports
[2, 7] and monitoring or analyzing surveillance footage [4].
Commercial implementations of multi-perspective video
such as the HBO video cube (http://www.hboimagine.com)
have also explored the value of end-user interactivity in
crafting the trajectory through a video space. Our interface
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is novel in that it seeks not to organize produced multiperspective video, but rather social video clips that have
been shared by multiple people, each recording their own
(potentially fragmented) view of an event. The nature of
this content is different due to various factors: (1) varied
quality: depending on the user, their capture device, and
their position, (2) limited capture control: the many perspectives collected could be overlapping, unstable or moving, and are unknown to the application, (3) varying time
coverage: the clips often do not extend across the entirety
of the event in time, and (4) available metadata: the content provides an opportunity for incorporating social cues
for navigation from video metadata; for instance, the number of views of a clip can be an indicator of quality.
Our system works by aggregating video clips from individual events and then uses audio fingerprinting to time-align
the videos, as described in [6]. This pre-processing step
occurs on the server before the multiplayer renders the interface. The drawbacks of this approach are that videos
must come from the same aural space and non-unique
audio characteristics can sometimes lead to difficulty in
matching [6].
VISUAL AND INTERACTION DESIGN

In general, video navigation can be meaningful across a
hierarchy of scales depending on the nature of the task. For
instance some navigation tasks, such as those involved in
video editing, logging, or annotation may benefit from finegrained [3] or even object-based [1] navigation of video
time. Other video navigation tasks do not require such precision and can benefit from a more coarse level of navigation such as to chapters in a DVD. Our design goal in this
work was primarily to provide support for navigation between different time-aligned perspectives, rather than to
enable more precise navigation within any one perspective.
We designed the interface to give cues to help the user assess which perspective could be most interesting to switch
to as the timeline advances and new perspectives become
available. We also provide an overview of the multiperspective space that signals how many videos are available and, more importantly, shows their distribution over
time - an honest social signal of level of interest in different
portions of the event.
Figure 1 shows our multiplayer, with one main video in the
upper left (Figure 1a.), and a list of alternate video clips
simultaneously playing in the panel to the right (Figure 1c).
Below the video playback area is the multi-perspective

overview showing the layout
of the different available
clips and their temporal
alignment to each other
(Figure 1b.). Clicking a clip
in the overview, or in the
alternate video list makes
that clip the current main
video. To aid navigation, we
visually link the temporal
representation of clips to the
video thumbnails above
using the outline color and
style; a solid black outline
indicates the main video and
a dashed gray outline
indicates the clips that are
currently available to switch
to. The vertical ordering of
the clips in the overview
(Figure 1b) corresponds to
the vertical ordering of the
clips in the alternate video
panel, and hovering over a
Figure 1. The multi-player showing seven videos from a U2 concert. (a) shows the
clip
brushes
the
main video, (b) shows the overview of the clips and their temporal alignment, (c)
shows a list of alternative clips that can be switched to at that moment in time.
corresponding video frame
in the alternate video list. A
freeze-frame surrogate is inserted to indicate where the
multiplayer using a variety of event content from news and
main video fits in the alternate video stack (Figure 1c.). We
speeches to concerts and other performances.
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